Teddy Roosevelt Match
First, a little history. The original "Teddy Roosevelt Match" was a
silhouette match held at Buffalo Creek starting back in the 80's. It was named after
"Teddy" because he started the USFS in 1905. Without a National Forest, we would likely
not have our range. It was a two day affair which attracted 40+ shooters from
several states, including National Champions and National and Olympic team
members. Several of the shooters involved in our program used to shoot in the original
"Teddy Roosevelt" silhouette matches. We have revived it for our Rimfire Benchrest
Match.
A trophy has been made upon which each year’s "High Overall" winner’s name,
score, and year won, will be engraved on a brass plate and attached to its base.
Originally we planned on it being a 1000 point aggregate match, but with the
limited benches we have available, we have shortened it to a 750 point aggregate, and
with 7 benches we have to limit it to 21 shooters on 3 relays. The scores shot in our
regular matches will be used to qualify for this special "double points" match. You can
qualify for up to two classes, and we will keep track of scores that fall outside the 21
shooter limit. Some shooters may only choose to shoot one class, or may not be able to
participate at all, so we will move competitors up in rank as needed, in other words, you
may qualify 23rd, but if a couple of people drop out or drop classes, you might still
make the cut. The qualifying shooters will get to pick their relay, and bench, in the order
of their scores, so high score picks first, second highest picks second and so on.

The Teddy Roosevelt Trophy will not be a traveling trophy. The RFBR Match
Directors will provide each year’s “High Overall” winner with a professionally
framed, high quality photograph of them proudly displaying the trophy
representing their accomplishment.
Thank you for your understanding and acceptance on this matter.
Sincerely,
Jp & Del

Teddy Roosevelt Match
BCGC – RFBR Competition
September 15, 2020

Hope To See You There

